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Missing Person Investigation Update
The Birmingham Police Department reports detectives are asking for the
assistance from the public on locating missing person, Romundus Jaterun
Robinson.
Romundus Robinson was last seen by his father on May 22, 2019 around 11:30 p.m.
Later that night, Robinson went to a club known as “The Money Spot.” It is believed
Robinson left the location around 4:00 a.m. on May 23, 2020 with two unknown males.
Robinson’s burned vehicle was found at Vulcan Industries. Law Enforcement conducted
a search in that area, however the attempts to find Ramondus Robinson were
unsuccessful.
If there is anyone who has information pertaining to the whereabouts of Ramondus
Jaterun Robinson, please contact Birmingham Police at 205-297-8413 or 911. If
you have additional information on this investigation and would like to remain
anonymous, contact Crime Stoppers @ 205-254-7777.

Missing Person Investigation
Media Release 144 (2019)

The Birmingham Police Department reports that detectives are conducting a missing
person investigation. Birmingham Police Department investigators are asking for
assistance from the public on locating the subject in the attached photos.

The missing person has been identified as:
Ramondus Jaterun Robinson, B/M, 31, of Birmingham, Alabama. Ramondus is 5
feet 8 inches tall and 188 pounds.
Ramondus was last seen on Wednesday, May 22, 2019 just before he left his home. He
was last seen at approximately 11:30 p.m. wearing ash washed speckled blue jeans, gray
and white Jordan shoes and a greenish gray shirt. He also wore a black ball cap and eye
glasses with a wooden frame. Ramondus drives a midnight blue 2014 Nissan, Altima.
Ramondus is known for frequently posting photos to social media, but hasn’t
posted in two days.
If there is anyone who has information pertaining to the whereabouts of Ramondus
Jaterun Robinson, please contact Birmingham Police at 205-297-8413 or 911. If
you have additional information on this investigation and would like to remain
anonymous, contact Crime Stoppers @ 205-254-7777.
Photos of missing person Ramondus Jaterun Robinson are attached.
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